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a b s t r a c t

One of the major challenges for the transmission of time-sensitive data like video over mobile ad-hoc

networks (MANETs) is the deployment of an end-to-end QoS support mechanism. Therefore, several ap-

proaches and enhancements have been proposed concerning the routing protocols. In this paper we propose

a new QoS routing protocol based on AODV (named AQA-AODV), which creates routes according to applica-

tion QoS requirements. We have introduced link and path available bandwidth estimation mechanisms and

an adaptive scheme that can provide feedback to the source node about the current network state, to allow

the application to appropriately adjust the transmission rate. In the same way, we propose a route recovery

approach into the AQA-AODV protocol, which provides a mechanism to detect the link failures in a route and

re-establish the connections taking into account the conditions of QoS that have been established during the

previous route discovery phase. The simulation results reveal performance improvements in terms of packet

delay, number of link failures and connection setup latency while we make more efficient use of the available

bandwidth than other protocols like AODV and QAODV. In terms of video transmission, the obtained results

prove that the combined use of AQA-AODV and the scalable video coding provides an efficient platform for

supporting rate-adaptive video streaming.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction1

A mobile ad-doc network (MANET) consists of a collection of2

mobile nodes that communicate in a multi-hop way without a3

fixed infrastructure. MANETs are very versatile and appropriate to4

be used in many scenarios due to the infrastructure-less and self-5

organized characteristics. However, they have different limitations6

such as bandwidth-constrained, variable capacity links and energy-7

constrained operation. Moreover, routes may include multiple hops8

because communications need to use intermediate nodes as routers9

in order to communicate with nodes that are out of its transmis-10

sion range. This dynamic topology of nodes causes frequent link fail-11

ures and high error rates, so it makes it difficult to maintain the de-12

sired quality of service (QoS) in the network. Additionally, due to13

the fact that the wireless channel is shared among neighbour nodes14

and that network topology can change as nodes move, the transmis-15

sion of time-sensitive data (e.g. video packets) is made more difficult16

[1]. Furthermore, with the prevalence of multimedia applications, it17

has become very necessary for MANETs to have an efficient routing18
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and QoS mechanisms to support these applications. Thus, traditional 19

best-effort protocols are not adequate. This is because multimedia 20

applications require the underlying network to provide certain guar- 21

antees that are manifested in the support of several important QoS 22

parameters such as bandwidth, delay, jitter and packet loss rate. 23

We propose in this paper a cross-layer strategy for adaptive video 24

streaming in MANETs based on the estimation of the available net- 25

work resources and the subsequent adaptation of the transmission 26

rate. The main contribution of this work is the development of a com- 27

prehensive QoS routing protocol, named AQA-AODV (adaptive QoS- 28

aware for ad hoc on-demand distance vector). Our approach includes 29

novelty features. In addition, we propose the use of AQA-AODV in 30

conjunction with the scalable video coding (H.264/SVC) [2] as a re- 31

alistic solution for supporting rate-adaptive video streaming. 32

AQA-AODV is a modified and enhanced version of the routing 33

protocol AODV (ad hoc on-demand distance vector) [3]. More pre- 34

cisely, we have introduced into the original AODV protocol an adap- 35

tive feedback scheme and two mechanisms: one for the estimation 36

of the available bandwidth in each node and the other for the pre- 37

diction of the consumed bandwidth for a route of multi-hops. In ad- 38

dition, some QoS fields are added to the AODV control packets and 39

the routing table. The Generalized MANET packet/message format 40

[4] has been considered in the definition of the routing messages of 41

AQA-AODV. Therefore, although our protocol has been designed as an 42
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enhancement of AODV, the proposed algorithms and the new packet43

fields can be integrated into AODVv2 [5] in order to provide QoS44

mechanisms to this routing protocol.45

On the other hand, scalable video coding is a flexible coding tech-46

nique where the video streams are composed of a base layer and47

one or more enhancement layers, which may enhance the spatio-48

temporal resolution and/or quality of the base layer. Based on such49

scalable-layered structure, a video stream can be easily adapted50

to meet constraints imposed by devices and networks adding or51

removing SVC layers. For an effective SVC adaptation, AQA-AODV52

provides a cross layer approach in order to estimate the available53

bandwidth. Such information is later sent to the video application to54

adjust the amount of layers that can be transmitted. This network-55

adaptive strategy avoids congestion and a large number of dropped56

packets. Congestion and losses are worse than transmitting video us-57

ing low data rate. This design concept is consistent with the current58

paradigm, known as application-oriented paradigm, which involves59

a new strategy of development of solutions for MANETs where ap-60

plication requirements are identified before the development of the61

technical solutions [6].62

We conducted a performance evaluation of our proposed solu-63

tion in order to demonstrate that it is an effective system for pro-64

viding video streaming services over MANETs. In particular, the eval-65

uation focuses on the analysis of traffic metrics, such as packet66

losses and end-to-end delay as well as metrics specifically related67

to video quality (such as PSNR and decoded frame rate). We have68

developed a novel simulation framework (named SVCEval-RA [7])69

to perform the simulation experiments, which represents an addi-70

tional contribution of this paper. This software tool integrates the net-71

work simulator NS-2 [8] with external tools for analysing H.264/SVC72

video streams. Our framework provides an efficient platform in or-73

der to perform simulation studies that involve rate-adaptive video74

streaming. The experimental results show that the combined use75

of AQA-AODV and scalable video coding provides an efficient sys-76

tem for supporting adaptive video streaming where video applica-77

tion can adapt its bit rate according to the available bandwidth. Con-78

sequently, the quality of the received videos has been significantly79

improved.80
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protocol. For example, Su et al. [14] and Zhen and Wenzhong [15] pro- 107

posed some approaches which use AODV as routing protocol within a 108

TDMA (time division multiple access) network. However, TDMA has 109

a less efficient controlled access scheme because of the lack of infras- 110

tructure and the peer-to-peer nature of ad hoc networks. Other QoS 111

routing protocols are based on the Internet draft [16] (called QAODV) 112

which describes the format and extensions to provide QoS support 113

in AODV. Some approaches of this kind are described in references 114

[17–21]. They are based on the model of admission control of QAODV 115

without any mechanism of feedback. Therefore, the source cannot 116

know the available resources of the network. Moreover, the initial 117

QoS conditions are not maintained after link failures due to the lack of 118

a suitable route recovery algorithm. Other solution based on AODV is 119

the RBRP protocol proposed by Tabatabaei et al. [22]. They extend the 120

route discovery process using the Q-learning strategy to select a sta- 121

ble route to enhance network performance. This technique improves 122

performance achieved with AODV through an enhanced route selec- 123

tion based on hop count, bandwidth, power of battery and speed of 124

mobile nodes. However, this proposal does not improve the perfor- 125

mance achieved by other QoS routing solutions because of it does not 126

take into consideration some constraints inherent in the mobile ad 127

hoc networks (e.g. the mutual interference of the nodes). This fact 128

leads an inaccuracy estimation of the available bandwidth. On the 129

other hand, Quin et al. [23] proposed a solution called ORAC, where 130

a cooperative communication strategy (opportunistic routing) and 131

an admission control scheme are integrated to provide certain QoS 132

for different types of multiple flows. Despite this approach achieves 133

improvements in terms of throughput, average delay and energy 134

consumption, its performance is significantly degraded in mobile 135

scenarios. 136

Although numerous research works have been mainly focused on 137

the network layer, video delivery can be improved through cross- 138

layer techniques since some functions cannot be assigned to a sin- 139

gle layer. In this sense new solutions involving several abstraction 140

layers have been proposed [24–27]. Hence, it is worth consider- 141

ing cross-layer routing solutions, which can extract useful infor- 142

mation from other networks layers. For instance, video awareness 143

could offer new mechanisms to improve video transmissions, such 144
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce re-

d works on QoS routing for MANETs in Section 2. Then, in Section

e describe the impact of the channel capacity and the packet

warding over delay and packet loss in wireless ad hoc networks.

ddition, we briefly review the main characteristics of AODV and

ODV protocols. In Section 4 we present a more detailed explana-

of the main components of AQA-AODV protocol. Section 5 gives

rief introduction to the scalable video coding. The results of the

formance evaluation of the proposed QoS-aware routing protocol

described in Section 6 and finally, we present our conclusions in

tion 7.

Related work

Video transmission over wireless ad hoc networks has been dis-

sed during last years and it has become an attractive topic in many

ers and research works. However, actually the provision of video

aming services over MANETs is still a challenging task due to the

culty of meeting certain levels of QoS. Hence, several approaches
e been proposed to provide QoS in mobile ad hoc networks, which

be classified according to the layer they operate. Some recent ap-

aches for providing QoS in MAC layer can be consulted in refer-

es [9–12] and in the survey [13]. Regarding the QoS solutions for

work layer, most of the QoS routing protocols are the extensions of

sting best-effort routing protocols. Numerous reactive and proac-

QoS routing protocols have been proposed for MANETs recently.

ertheless, in this paper focus is on reactive QoS routing protocols

mainly those solutions based on the well-known AODV routing
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bandwidth adaptation, intra-frame prioritization or even algo- 1

ms that react to the play-out buffer state, obviously at the expense 1

adding complexity. This content-awareness leads to other solu- 1

s based on enhanced video coding. These solutions can support 1

ptive video streaming schemes using versatile techniques, such 1

scalable video coding (SVC) [28,29] or multi-description coding 1

DC) [30,31]. In fact, cross-layer solutions can provide enough 1

rmation to upper layers in order to adapt video rate accord- 1

ly increasing the quality of video streaming services while the 1

dwidth efficiency is achieved. Despite the complexity of pro- 1

ing hard QoS for multimedia applications over MANETs, there 1

still many options to improve video streaming quality, through 1

istic approaches that involve routing, transport and application 1

ers. 1

Background 1

Providing quality of service support for wireless ad hoc networks 1

ery challenging, due to many factors, e.g. the use of a shared com- 1

nication medium. Difficulties lie in the limitation of the maximum 1

ievable throughput caused by the fact that nodes cannot simulta- 1

usly access the medium. More specifically, when a node is trans- 1

ting a packet, neighbour nodes within its interference range (IR), 1

e to keep silent. This fact degrades the wireless data rate. Even 1
re, when a transmission is established, the nodes must cooper- 167

to forward the packets through the network, which means that 168

available throughput on each host is limited not only by the ac- 169

s channel, but also by the forwarding load. Therefore, network 170

ol with adaptive feedback scheme for video streaming for mobile
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performance is highly impacted causing considerable packet loss

and higher delays. Li et al. [32] presented a more detailed study abo

the capacity of wireless ad hoc networks. The results of Li et al. su

gest that capacity along a route can be surprisingly low. The max

mum throughput of one flow is decreased substantially due to t

overhead of MAC layer and the mutual interference between packe

of the same flow, also called “Intra-flow contention” [33]. Therefo

the packet losses and end-to-end delay are significantly increase

both important metrics for video transmission over wireless ad h

networks.

AODV and QAODV are important references to contrast the perfo

mance of our routing protocol as presented in Section 4. Therefo

their main characteristics are summarized as follows.

AODV [3] is a widely accepted routing protocol for MANETs whi

uses a broadcast route discovery mechanism. When a source need

route to a destination, it broadcasts a route request (RREQ) packet

search of a route. A node after receiving an RREQ sends a route rep

(RREP) packet to the source, if it either is the destination node, or h

an active (fresh) route to the destination. Otherwise, it rebroadcas

the RREQ packet to its neighbours and creates a reverse route ent

for the source. An intermediate node receiving RREP packet create

forward route entry for the destination and further forwards the RR

packet towards the source using its reverse route entry. Finally, wh

source receives multiple RREPs, it selects the RREP with the highe

destination sequence number. Sequence numbers are used to ensu

fresh and loop-free routes.

To provide quality of service, extensions can be made in the rou

ing table and in the packets used during the route discovery pr

cess. As described in Section 2, there are several QoS routing sol

tions based on AODV. The most important approach is called QAOD

which is defined in the internet draft [16]. However, this propos

does not specify how some elements of the routing protocol mu

be implanted, such as: the methods to compute available bandwid

and the end-to-end delay, the route recovery process due to li

failure and the admission control mechanism. Due to these sho

comings, QAODV does not show acceptable results during overlo

network condition. Hence, some traffic flows can be rejected

the basis that they cannot be carried. However, maybe the sour

application could adjust some parameters in the coding to ada

its data rate to the network condition. The feedback scheme im

plemented in our AQA-AODV model indicates to the source no

about the status of the network and makes more efficient use

the available bandwidth. Moreover, a mechanism for the estim

tion of the available bandwidth and the route recovery process a

defined.

4. QoS-aware AODV protocol with adaptive feedback scheme

In this section, we describe the details of our proposed routi

protocol called AQA-AODV (adaptive QoS-aware ad-hoc on-dema

distance vector), which is a protocol based on AODV. Our key mod

fications affect the route discovery phase and the route maintenan

strategy of AODV. These modifications are:

(i) An algorithm used for the estimation of the available ban

width that allows nodes along the path to know their availab

resources (in terms of bandwidth).

(ii) A cross-layer mechanism to inform to the application layer t

available bandwidth by which the source node can easily ada

its transmission rate.

(iii) A route recovery mechanism with a session cache table.

Some changes in the format of the packets used in AODV are r

quired to implement the above modifications. For example, we add

a QoS extension with new fields to the RREQ and RREP packets

carry the information about bandwidth requirements, transmissi
Please cite this article as: W.E. Castellanos et al., A QoS-aware routing p

networks, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016
Fig. 1. Functional block diagram of AQA-AODV.

rate and a session ID (used to identify each QoS flow). The new AQ

AODV packets are called QRREQ and QRREP. In addition, the pack

formats have been updated according to the Generalized MAN

packet/message format [4].

An important difference between our proposed protocol and oth

solutions based on AODV is the adaptive feedback scheme, integrat

into the routing protocol, by which the source node can know a

easily adapt its transmission rate according to the state of the rou

For this reason, nodes along the path must know their available r

sources by using some algorithms.

Fig. 1 depicts the functional block diagram of AQA-AODV. T

main three elements of AQA-AODV are a bandwidth estimation mo

ule, a routing module and a route recovery module. The first mo

ule performs the estimation of the available bandwidth and pr

vides data feedback to the video application. HELLO packets a

used in the bandwidth estimation, which is periodically execut

according to the trigger of Timer module. The information abo

the available bandwidth is used by video application in order

compose a video stream extracting the layers, from the SVC vid

stream, that cannot be supported by network. On the other han

the routing module receives the route requests from the applic

tion and executes the route discovery routine. When a route b

tween source and destination is established, a unique session ide

tifier (sid) is assigned in the session/sid mapper. The identificati

data of the sessions (sid, source and destination address, QoS r

quirements and expiration time) are stored internally in a databa

called session cache list. The third main module is the route recove

module, which is in charge of re-establishing the connections aft

a link failure, taking into account the QoS conditions of each of t

sessions.

In next sections, we describe the main tasks performed by AQ

AODV. First, we describe the algorithms used in the bandwidth es

mation phase. Then, we give a more detailed explanation of the ro

tines involved in the route discovery phase as well as the mechanism

of the route recovery strategy.

4.1. Bandwidth estimation phase

When an incoming flow is requesting admission in a wireless

hoc network, the optimum transmission rate must be estimated

order to be informed to the source node. The optimum transmissi

rate is the data rate at which a source node sends packets achie

ing the highest throughput without causing congestion in the ne

work. Therefore, this rate must be equal to or less than the availab
rotocol with adaptive feedback scheme for video streaming for mobile
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performed in each node using only its local perception and P2 is exe- 312

cuted by destination node based on the requested rate. From the local 313

available bandwidth estimated locally in the nodes, it is determined 314

the available end-to-end bandwidth (P3). The criteria used for accept- 315

ing a new flow is shown in the decision block D1. That is, if consumed 316

bandwidth by the incoming flow is lower than the available end-to- 317

end bandwidth, then the source node can to transmit at the requested 318

data rate. Otherwise, the source node must adapt its data rate to the 319

value of the available end-to-end bandwidth measured in the path. In 320

order to ensure that all nodes along the route could support the new 321

flow, the condition D1 must be checked in the intermediate nodes 322

from source to destination node. 323

In next sections, we provide a brief description about the algo- 324

rithms used to estimate the local available bandwidth (BWav) in each 325

node and to predict the bandwidth to be consumed (BWconsumed) by 326

the requesting flow. 327

4.1.1. Estimation of local available bandwidth in AQA-AODV 328

Our proposed algorithm for estimating local available bandwidth 329

consists of two steps. In the first step, each node estimates its local 330

available bandwidth and, in the second one, the nodes calculate a 331
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2. Example of wireless ad hoc network with the available bandwidth of each link.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the tasks involved in the bandwidth estimation phase.

-to-end bandwidth from the source to the destination. In wired

works, the available end-to-end bandwidth is a concave parame-

which is determined by the minimum available bandwidth of the

s along the route (bottleneck bandwidth). However, this is still a

llenging problem in wireless ad hoc networks due to many factors

h as the shared nature of the wireless channel and the mobility.

reover, a packet emission from a node has an impact on the avail-

e bandwidth of nodes located in a certain area surrounding the

rce node. This causes a decrease of the data rate that can support

h node.

As an example, we show in Fig. 2 a wireless ad hoc network

ere the available bandwidth (in kbps) of each link is known. We

ume that the source node requests to send data with a rate of

kbps to node 6. According to the values of the available band-

th along the path, we assume that the source node adapts its

nsmission rate to 100 kbps, which correspond to the bottleneck

dwidth. However, during transmission the maximum throughput

ched in the destination node is lower than the expected value.

s is caused by the mutual interference between packets of the

e flow (also called “intra-flow contention”). Intra-flow contention

urs when nodes along a multihop route contend among them-

ves for channel access to forward packets belonging to the same

.

According to the previous example, two different stages can be

ntified in the process of feedback of the optimum data rate to

source node: (i) the local estimation of each node of its available

dwidth (BWav) in order to know the available end-to-end band-

th along the route, and (ii) the prediction of the total amount

bandwidth that the new flow can consume (BWconsumed) along a

te of n hops taking into account the “intraflow contention”. There-

e, we propose a new evaluation method of the available end-to-

bandwidth. Our method includes performing checks on all nodes

ng the route in order to verify if each node could support the con-

ed bandwidth (BWconsumed) according to his local estimation of

available bandwidth.

The diagram shown in Fig. 3 describes in general form, the main

ks involved in the admission of incoming flows. The routine P1 is
ease cite this article as: W.E. Castellanos et al., A QoS-aware routing protoc

tworks, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.com
ighted average of the most recent values in order to obtain a fi- 3

estimation of the local available bandwidth. 3

In the first step, we assume that the local available bandwidth be- 3

en two nodes is defined as the maximum throughput that can 3

transmitted between these two nodes without negatively affect- 3

any ongoing flow in the network (permissible throughput). The 3

asured throughput allows the node to infer the bandwidth that it 3

available (BWav) to transmit a new traffic flow. In our approach, 3

iven node can estimate its permissible throughput to each neigh- 3

r by Eq. (1 ), where S is the size (in terms of bits) of all packets 3

t from one node to its neighbour during the period T, where T is 3

al to Tr – Ts. 3

packet = S

Tr − Ts
(1)

We propose the measurement of the parameters of Eq. (1) by us- 3

HELLO packets, which are used to discover neighbours in AODV. 3

wever, an additional packet must be created. We have called this 3

ket HelloACK. In our implementation, the timestamp Ts indicates 3

en HELLO packet was sent from sender and Tr is the time when 3

HelloACK is received by the sender. Fig. 4 illustrates how the 3

LO and HelloACK packets are used in the estimation of the per- 3

sible throughput. The implementation of our algorithm can be 3

lained with more details as follows. Let i be a node and j its neigh- 3

r. To estimate the permissible throughput at the node i, a HELLO 3

ket is sent from node i to j (Fig. 4(a)). The time-stamp (Ts) when 3

packet is ready to be sent is recorded. When node j receives 3

HELLO packet, it sends back to node i a HELLOAck packet carry- 3

the time-stamp Ts. Finally, the time-stamp Tr is recorded in node 3

hen the HELLOAck packet is received (Fig. 4(b)). The additional 3

LOAck packet make more accurate the measurement of the 3

oughput since this measurement will not depend of the through- 3

seen by only one packet. 3

In our algorithm, the parameter S includes not only the size of the 3

LO and HelloACK packets, but also the size of all packets exchanged 3

ween the node and its neighbour, including the MAC messages 3

S, CTS and ACK). Therefore, S can be calculated as shown in 3

(2). 3

RT S + CT S + Hello + ACK + RT S + CT S + HelloAck (2)

In the second step of the estimation of the local available band- 3

th, each node calculates a weighted average of the most recent 3

ues of the local available bandwidth (B̂Wav) in order to obtain a 3
ol with adaptive feedback scheme for video streaming for mobile
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(a)

Fig. 4. Using HELLOs packets in the bandwidth estimation. (a) HELLO packet is transmi the

sender.

stable and yet responsive system of estimation (Eq. (3)).370

B̂Wav(ti)=
{
αBWav(ti)+(1 − α) ̂× BWav(ti − 1) t > 0

BWav(to) t = 0
(3)

where B̂Wav(ti) is the new weighted average of the local avail-371

able bandwidth, BWav(ti) is the actual measurement of the lo-372

cal available bandwidth in the time period ti, B̂Wav(ti − 1) is the373

weighted average calculated in the previous time period ti − 1,374

and BWav(to) represents the initial measurement of the local avail-375
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able bandwidth. We use α = 0.8, which were determined

a few empirical trials. This value of α allows the algorithm

fast reaction to changes of the network condition. A more d

tailed analysis of the algorithm for estimating the available ban

width as well as details about its implementation, can be fou

in [34].

4.1.2. Prediction of the consumed bandwidth along the path

The second stage of the bandwidth estimation phase consists

estimating the consumed bandwidth along the path to check if

nodes along the route could support the bandwidth requested by t

source. In order to calculate this consumed bandwidth it is necessa

to take into account the mutual interference between packets of t

same flow. The method used to estimate of the intra-flow contenti

used in AQA-AODV is based on the parameter called contention cou

(CC). Each intermediate node along a route calculate its CC paramet

according to the distance (number of hops) from itself to the sour

and destination nodes. Finally, the maximum value of the CCs calc

lated along the route is sent to destination node. This method of c

culation is based on the relation between the end-to-end throughp

and the number of hops found in [32].

After estimating CC in each intermediate node, the destinati

node can calculate the consumed bandwidth as shown in Eq. (

Where reqBW is the bandwidth requested by the source, CCmax i

dicates the maximum value of the CC parameters calculated in t

intermediate nodes and BWconsumed means the consumed bandwid

expected along the route if a flow is transmitted through path wi

data rate equal to reqBW.

BWconsumed = CCmax × reqBW (

In summary, when a destination node receives a QRREQ packet

calculates the CCmax and the BWconsumed according to Eq. (4). Subs

quently, the destination node compares the BWconsumed with the la

value of its local available bandwidth (B̂Wav), which has been calc

lated using Eq. (3). If BWconsumed is less than B̂Wav in the destinati

node, it informs the source node that the transmission rate must

equal to the requested bandwidth (reqBW). Otherwise, if the B̂Wav
Please cite this article as: W.E. Castellanos et al., A QoS-aware routing p

networks, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016
(b)

tted from sender to its neighbour and (b) HelloACK carry the timestamp Ts back to

the destination node is less than the value of BWconsumed, the sour

must adjust its transmission rate to B̂Wav/CCmax.

As an example of the interaction of the algorithms used in t

bandwidth estimation phase of our protocol, let us consider aga

the network described in Fig. 2. Suppose that node 1 requests

transmit with a data rate of 120 kbps (reqBW) to node 6. In this ca

the CCmax calculated will be 5, since the node 3 is at a distance

2 hops from source node and of 3 hops from the destination. Ther

fore, the value of BWconsumed calculated in the destination node will

600 kbps (120 kbps × 5). Assuming that the local available bandwid

(B̂Wav) in the node 6 is 400 kbps, we can see that the consumed ban

width (BWconsumed) is higher than the B̂Wav. This means that if t

source node transmits to 120 kbps the destination could not suppo

such rate. Therefore, the destination calculates a new rate accordi

to its local available bandwidth. Then the destination node notifi

the source that the transmission rate must be 80 kbps (B̂Wav/CCmax

400 kbps/5). This data rate is lower than the rate of 100 kbps report

to the source in the previous example described in Section 4.1. Th

difference is due to the fact that we have introduced the estimati

of the consumed bandwidth taking into account the mutual interfe

ence between packets of the same flow. A description about the i

tegration of the bandwidth estimation phase in the route discove

process is detailed in the next section.

4.2. Route discovery in AQA-AODV

In AQA-AODV, the route entry is created based on the applicati

requirements. In our design, the application indicates in the reque

message the minimal bandwidth that must be guaranteed. If ne

work cannot support this requirement, the application can adjust

data rate according to the value received from the network. For rou

discovery, if a source node requested a route to a destination no

with specific bandwidth requirements, it broadcasts a RREQ pack

with the QoS extension (QRREQ) to its neighbour nodes (Fig. 5(a

This packet includes a session ID, which is used with the source a

dress to uniquely identify each traffic flow. The session ID is gene

ated by a counter which is incremented by a node each time it co

structs a new QRREQ. The session id counter, as well as broadcast

counter used in AODV, is a separate counter that is maintained by ea

node.

When a node receives a QRREQ packet, a reverse route entry

created with the session ID, and the QRREQ packet is rebroadcaste

This process continues until the QRREQ packet reaches the destin

tion node (Fig. 5(b)). In AODV, a RREP packet can be created by t

destination node or an intermediate node with a “fresh enough” rou

to the destination. However, only the destination will be able to se
rotocol with adaptive feedback scheme for video streaming for mobile
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Fig. 5. Example of the route d

Fig. 6. Example of the route reco

route reply packet (QRREP) in AQA-AODV. This will ensure that all

es in the selected route satisfy the bandwidth constraints. When

destination node receives a QRREQ packet, if it is a new request, a

erse route entry for the new session is created. Before sending the

REP to the source, local available bandwidth (B̂Wav) is checked and

consumed bandwidth along the path (BWconsumed) is estimated.

ally, the QRREP will be transmitted to the source with a modified

der that includes the minimum value between the bandwidth re-

sted by the source (reqBW) and the maximum bandwidth that all

es along the route could support taking into account the intra-

contention, (i.e. B̂Wav/CCmax) such as is described in Section

2. Once an intermediate node receives the QRREP packet, it com-

es its local available bandwidth with the bandwidth indicated in

QRREP. If its local available bandwidth is lower, it replaces the

ue stored in the min-bandwidth field of QRREP, with the value of

local available bandwidth. Otherwise, the node forwards the QR-

, see Fig. 5(c). This procedure will ensure that the source knows

minimum bandwidth along the path, which will be the maximum

e that it may transmit. Once the source node receives the QRREP

ket, it adjusts its transmission rate according to the value of the

d rate in QRREP and then the transmission of the data packets is

rted, see Fig. 5(d).
ease cite this article as: W.E. Castellanos et al., A QoS-aware routing protoc

tworks, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.com
(d)

ry phase in AQA-AODV.

echanism of AQA-AODV.

. Route recovery mechanism in AQA-AODV 4

Due to changes in topology caused by the mobility of the nodes 4

the condition of having a shared physical channel, the commu- 4

ations inside MANETs usually show frequent disruptions. For this 4

son, it is necessary to implement a route recovery mechanism. 4

s mechanism not only has to re-establish the connections but also 4

e into account the conditions of QoS that have been established 4

ing the route discovery phase. 4

The implemented route recovery mechanism in AQA-AODV de- 4

ts the connection losses in a route when a host does not receive 4

ELLO message from a neighbour during an interval of time. The 4

LO messages may not be received for three main reasons: (1) there 4

otal connectivity but some of the HELLO messages are lost because 4

ongestion; (2) the neighbour node is no longer available because it 4

ut of transmission range and the node should look for a new path 4

he destination; and (3) the destination node is no longer available 4

he ad hoc network and the connection recovery is not possible. 4

Our route recovery mechanism perfectly works in any of the two 4

vious cases in which connection recovery is possible. The func- 4

ality of the proposed route recovery mechanism is explained as 4

ows (see Fig. 6). 4
ol with adaptive feedback scheme for video streaming for mobile
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During the route discovery phase (hereinafter called standard pro-497

cedure of route discovery) each node from source to destination adds498

a register in its session cache list, see Fig. 6(a). Each register has499

a session identifier (sid) and an expiration time (Expiration Time)500

with the aim of erasing the old registers. Each time a node gets a501

data packet related to that session, it updates the expiration time502

of the registers, avoiding the elimination of the register and keep-503

ing the session alive, see Fig. 6(b). When some of the HELLO messages504

sent by an intermediate node are lost due to congestion, the adja-505

cent nodes detects a link failure. They send an error message (RERR)506

to the source, including the affected session identifier, see Fig. 6(c).507

When source node receives the RERR message, it queries its session508

cache list using the session identifier received in the RERR message.509

Therefore, the source sends a QRREQ message which includes the re-510

quested bandwidth, the actual data rate and the session identifier511

(sid). When the destination receives the QRREQ message it checks if it512

has a register with the same sid as the one sent by the source in the513

QRREQ (Fig. 6(d)).514

If it does have one, the destination node creates a QRREP with515

the QoS parameters that had been negotiated during the initial route516

discovery phase. Moreover, it actives an immediate reply flag (c = 1517

immediate reply, c = 0 standard reply) in the QRREP message, which518

warns the intermediate nodes not to execute the standard procedure519

to verify the available bandwidth but send the QRREP message di-520

rectly to the next hop back to the source (see Fig. 6(e)). It is also pos-521

sible that, due to the mobility of the nodes, the topology changes and522

the route to destination will be established through other nodes dif-523

ferent from the ones used in the previously established route. In this524

case, when a new node in the route processes the QRREQ message525

without finding a register associated to a session identifier (sid), it526

proceeds to generate a new sid. For this reason, when the QRREQ mes-527

sage achieves the destination node it does not take into consideration528

the information of the previous session and it analyses the route re-529

quest according to the standard procedure of route discovery (such as530

is described in Section 4.2).531

We presented in [35] a more detailed description about the532

route recovery mechanism implemented in AQA-AODV. Similarly, in533

Appendix A we present an algorithm in pseudocode that describes534

in a general way the procedures of the route-discovery and route-535

recovery process of AQA-AODV, previously seen.536

In summary, AQA-AODV provides mechanisms not only for route537

discovery and route maintenance but also for estimating the avail-538

able bandwidth. Moreover, it also provides a cross-layer feedback for539

sending information about the network state to application layer.540
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Fig. 7. Adaptive scalable video streaming in MANETs.

ture especially when the service is accessed by a large number of 563

users. 564

The combination of SVC with the available bandwidth estimation 565

algorithms of AQA-AODV permits to build an adaptive system, which 566

is able to adjust of the content quality to the transmission condition 567

in order to avoid network congestion as well as further degradation 568

of the quality of experience (QoE). 569

5. Adaptive scalable video streaming 570

The scalable video coding (H.264/SVC) generates different repre- 571

sentations of the same video integrated within a same bit stream. A 572

video encoded using the SVC standard has a layered structure where 573

the layers correspond to different quality, spatial or temporal rep- 574

resentations. A SVC video is composed of a base layer, which corre- 575

sponds to the lowest representation, and one or more enhancement 576

layers that increase the video quality when these are added to the 577

base layer. The layered scheme of SVC provides higher robustness 578

during video streaming over networks with continuous fluctuations 579

of the bandwidth. SVC allows the sender to adapt the bit rate of the 580

video traffic adding or removing SVC layers from the video stream 581

based on the estimation of the available bandwidth (see Fig. 7). 582

Therefore, in order to adaptively control the bit rate of the video 583

source, the adoption of cross-layer mechanisms in video streaming 584

is required. Cross-layer solutions involves information exchange be- 585

tween the application layer, the network layer and the transport pro- 586

tocols to obtain optimal video data rates and routing policies [36]. In 587

this paper, we propose the combined use of SVC and the cross-layer 588

mechanisms included in AQA-AODV in order to build a framework for 589

supporting adaptive video streaming that can significantly contribute 590

d- 591

592

593

al 594

. A 595

nd 596

597

m, 598

sic 599

ng 600

s- 601

ity 602

ity 603

e 604

ial 605

ial 606

ly 607

n- 608

io) 609
Nevertheless, in a realistic scenario are necessary additional tec

niques to carry out the content adaptation taking into account t

network conditions. Some possibilities include: (i) semantic tec

niques, (ii) having multiple versions for the same content and (i

scalable coding. Either option can be used to adapt the encoding ra

by modifying characteristics of multimedia content, such as the re

olution (dimensions of the video), the number of frames per se

ond or the quality of the frames. Whereas the first option involv

complex analysis of semantic information, the techniques of mu

tiple versions require extra storage capacity since it will be nece

sary to store different copies of each video, with different qual

levels, which is a non-scalable option. The third option allows us

have different levels of scalability in a single video stream. Ther

fore, it is not necessary to have multiple versions of the same co

tent with different levels of quality, saving storage space. There

a wide range of terminals over heterogeneous networks can

served with a single version of the video. This is possible becau

the video stream will consist of several layers, each with differe

characteristics of quality. The number of layers that are sent to t

client will depend on the state of network. This technique is call

SVC (scalable video coding) [2]. SVC has the advantage of scalab

ity with a low computational cost, which is a very desirable fe
Please cite this article as: W.E. Castellanos et al., A QoS-aware routing p

networks, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016
to increasing the quality of video streaming services while the ban

width efficiency is achieved.

5.1. H.264/SVC scalable video coding

In this section, we present a brief description of the main technic

features of SVC, the scalable extension of the H.264/AVC standard

more detailed explanation of the fundamentals of SVC can be fou

in the study of Schwarz et al. [37].

With H.264/SVC, the encoder produces a scalable bit-strea

which consists of a multiple layers. A base layer provides a ba

video quality (e.g. low spatial or temporal resolution) and addi

enhancement layers improves the quality (e.g. increases spatial re

olution or frame rate). There are three modes of video scalabil

supported by SVC: temporal scalability, spatial scalability and qual

scalability. When using temporal scalability, layers improve the fram

rate. With spatial scalability, the base layer is coded at a low spat

resolution and enhancement layers give progressively higher spat

resolution. With quality scalability, the base layer contains a strong

compressed version of each picture, and enhancement layers i

corporate more information to increase the SNR (signal-noise-rat
value. The H.264/SVC standard supports combined scalability, i.e. a 610

rotocol with adaptive feedback scheme for video streaming for mobile
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Table 1

Video parameters.

Parameters Description/value

Original video file YUV format

Size 2506 frames

Frame per second 24

Duration 104.4 s

Encoded video file H.264/SVC

Type of scalability SNR (MGS)

B-Frames Yes

GOP size 16 frames

solution is an effective system for providing video streaming services 661
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8. Example of coding structure of a SVC stream with temporal and quality scala-

y.

lable video can use any combination of the three types of scala-

ties. For instance, Fig. 8 shows a SVC stream encoded with four

poral levels {T0, T1, T2 and T3} and two quality levels {Q0 and Q1}.

s, eight scalable layers are generated by combining these levels as

ed in Fig. 8. The base layer consists of the lowest temporal resolu-

(T0) and the lowest quality level Q0 (i.e. frames 1 and 8). In ad-

ion, an example of enhancement layer can be the layer consisting

he temporal layer T2 and the quality level Q1. This encoded video

am exploits the hierarchical prediction structure using B-pictures

enabling temporal scalability. Moreover, the coding structure of

quality scalability uses the key picture concept.

SVC Layers are identified using sequence of three identifiers: de-

dency identifier (DID), temporal identifier (TID) and quality iden-

er (QID). These identifiers represent a point in the spatial, temporal

quality scalable dimensions, respectively. The values of DID, TID

QID are also known as DTQ parameters. For instance, the base

er should be identified as (0,0,0) and the enhancement layer con-

ing of the T2 and Q1 levels should be identified as (0,2,1). The in-

ction of the DTQ values permits to identify the data belonging to

ecific enhancement layer. This fact is particularly important since

s information may be identified and removed from the SVC en-

ed video, in order to reduce the bit rate.

In H.264/SVC, the codec is divided in two subsystems: the video

ing layer (VCL) and the network abstraction layer (NAL). Basically,

VCL is in charge of the source video coding and the NAL is the in-

face between the encoder and the actual network protocol, which

l be used to transmit the encoded bit-stream. In this work, we

us our attention on the NAL subsystem, since it provides the re-

red information to identify the data relating to each layer. Never-

less, the dependencies of the layers would be taken into account.

ers in SVC can be decoded independently but there is a logical

endency between them. This interdependency must be consid-

d in order to obtain a correct decoding of the video. In the exam-

shown in Fig. 8, the arrow lines represent dependencies between

es in a combined scalable stream. For instance, the frame 2 of the

er T2Q0 depends on the layer T0Q1 and the layer T1Q1. Because of

se dependencies, discarding a quality layer from a reference frame

. frame 2) affects the quality of dependent frames (e.g. frames 1

3).

Simulations and performance evaluation

In this section, we investigate the performance of our proposed

tocol and compare it with AODV and the implementation of

ODV conducted by Liu et al. [17] through an extensive set of sim-

tions. We take QAODV for performance comparison with AQA-

DV, because it is the closest protocol to AQA-AODV as compared

h other QoS-aware protocols.

The objective of our simulation study is twofold: firstly, to evalu-

the performance of our QoS-aware routing protocol by comparing

ith the well-known AODV protocol and with a QoS routing proto-

like QAODV. Secondly, we aim to demonstrate that our proposed
ease cite this article as: W.E. Castellanos et al., A QoS-aware routing protoc

tworks, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.com
r MANETs. 6

The simulation environment 6

Network simulator 2 (NS-2) [8] has been used to test the per- 6

mance of our QoS-aware routing protocol. NS-2 contains the 6

E802.11 protocol in the MAC layer working in the distributed co- 6

ination function (DCF) mode with a channel data rate of 2 Mbps. 6

radio propagation model is Two Ray Ground and queue type is 6

p Tail with maximum length of 50 packets. 6

The traffic flow used in the simulations consists of a video stream, 6

ich has been created by concatenating the well-known test se- 6

nce SINTEL TRAILER [38] with a resolution of 1280 × 720 pix- 6

(720p Format and 16:9 aspect ratio) to form a testing video of 6

6 frames. The video sequence has been encoded according to 6

64/SVC standard with two types of scalability: temporal and qual- 6

As SVC codec, the JSVM codec was used [39]. All the values for the 6

eo related parameters are reported in Table 1. 6

The video sequence was encoded in five temporal layers (from 6

to T4). At the same time, we can add up to three extra levels of 6

lity scalability (from Q0 to Q3) at each temporal level. For qual- 6

scalability, we use MGS (medium grain quality scalability) lay- 6

. The use of MGS layers for quality scalability allows source video 6

discard the data units from the enhancement layers without af- 6

ting the result bit-stream. Fig. 9(a) gives a graphical description 6

the bit rates obtained according to the temporal levels and the 6

S layers. The labels on the bars indicates the layer id assigned 6

the SVC encoder. In total, we obtained 20 video layers (from L0 6

L19) from the combination of sublayers Ti and Qj. The Y-axis in 6

. 9(a) indicates the bit rate associated to each layer. Depending 6

he number of transmitted layers, the output bit rate varies from 6

4 kbps (sending Layer L0 alone) to 775.7 kbps (sending Layers 0– 6

. These values are aggregated, which means that to transmit Layer 6

(T3Q0) we also have to transmit the dependent lower layers, i.e., 6

L1, and L2. Therefore, the total bandwidth required would be of 6

kbps. 6

Moreover, a rate-distortion analysis in terms of average Y-PSNR 6

NR for the luminance component in the YUV colour space) ver- 6

average bit rate was computed off-line (see Fig. 9(b)). The com- 6

ation of the Y-PSNR curves were performed by stripping out the 6

ers, measuring the average bit rate, decoding the resulting video, 7

computing the average Y-PSNR. Each of these curves represents a 7

poral layer and each point corresponds to a MGS layer (from Q0 to 7

. This figure describes the increase in the video quality (in terms 7

-PSNR) depending on the number of quality and temporal layers 7

t make up the video. 7

. Simulation scenarios 7

We conducted two simulation studies to evaluate the perfor- 7

nce of the proposed protocol. In the first simulation study, the 7

cts of the network density over the bit rate adaptation are stud- 7

. The second simulation set aims to evaluate the influence of node 7
ol with adaptive feedback scheme for video streaming for mobile
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Table 2

Relevant simulation parameters.

Parameters Description/value

Wireless standard 802.11b

Wireless channel capacity 2 Mbps

Transmission range 250 m

Interference range 550 m

Total number of nodes From 20 to 120

Mobility model Random waypoint model

Maximum speed 10 m/s

Pause time 10 s
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Fig. 9. (a) Description of the SVC layers contained in the video stream and (b) ra

distortion analysis of the SVC video stream.

movement on the performance of the adaptation algorithms of AQ

AODV and on the quality of video transmission.

In all simulated network scenarios, the video traffic is establish

between a random source-destination pair. In addition to video tra

fic, we also apply some CBR (constant bit rate) flows as backgrou

traffic.

In order to simulate H264/SVC video transmission using N

2, we have developed a video evaluation framework for adapti

video streaming, called SVCEval-RA [7], which is based on the we

accepted Evalvid platform [40] and its extended version for NS-2.

contrast to Evalvid, SVCEval-RA uses H.264/SVC encoding to suppo

rate-adaptive video transfer. In addition, SVCEval-RA incorporates

tool set used to perform the assessment of video quality metrics, su

as the PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio).

We evaluated the performance of AQA-AODV by measuring thr

parameters: end-to-end data packet delay, packet loss and the max

mum throughput achieved along the route. In addition, we evaluat

the rate of link failures (total number of link failures divided by t

simulation duration) and the connection setup latency (CSL), whi

is the latency incurred in establishing new connection from sour

to destination after the previous connection is lost (which includ

route break detection time and recovery time). Moreover, we eval

ated some parameters related to the quality of the transmitted vide

such as the PSNR and the decodable frame rate. The decodable fram

rate is an application-level metric, which is defined as the ratio
Please cite this article as: W.E. Castellanos et al., A QoS-aware routing p
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Fig. 10. Throughput achieved as a function of number of nodes.

the number of successfully decoded frames over the total number

frames.

We built and implemented in NS-2 a version of QAODV d

scribed in [17] with the aim of evaluating its performance and com

pare it with our protocol. Moreover, we plot the performance

AODV in the graphs in order to emphasize the performance improv

ments regarding the typical routing protocols. For each network sc

nario, we run the simulation for 10 times (with random scenari

with different seeds) to take average values in the measured perfo

mance metrics. The results are obtained with a confidence level

95%.

6.3. Simulations results

6.3.1. Simulations 1: network density analysis

In the first network scenario, the performance of AQA-AODV w

tested as function of the number of mobile nodes in the network. W

model a mobile ad hoc network with 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 120 m

bile nodes placed randomly within a 1200 m × 500 m area. Simu

tions were run for 300 s and each data point represents an average

at least ten runs with identical traffic models, but different random

generated mobility scenarios. Identical mobility and traffic scenari

are used across protocols. In order to avoid the spatial distributi

change problem, the video stream starts being transmitted after

s of simulation. The detailed parameters of simulation scenarios a

defined in Table 2. Initially the source requested a transmission rate

0.350 Mbps, which be maintained constant when AODV and QAOD

are used. However, using AQA-AODV, this transmission rate may

dynamically adjusted by the source because of the adaptive feedba

scheme. In addition to the video flow, five flows of 10 kbps are intr

duced randomly as background traffic in the network. These traffi

flows are CBR (constant bit rate) over UDP.

In Fig. 10 is depicted the variation of the total network throug

put achieved using the three evaluated protocols. In detail, when t
rotocol with adaptive feedback scheme for video streaming for mobile
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. (a) Packet loss and (b) average end-to-end delay as a function of number of

nodes.

number of nodes is smaller than 40, AODV has the best through-768
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port the transmission rate requested by the source, which allows

eo application to effectively transfer data packets. On contrary,

A-AODV has a transmission rate more conservative in order not

exceed the available bandwidth on the route. When the network

50 nodes o more, the node density increases and the higher

ber of competing nodes also increase. This fact causes a de-

ase in the available bandwidth of the nodes. Under this net-

rk conditions AQA-AODV allows video source adapts its data rate

nsmitting only the layers that can be supported by the route.

any case, the throughput exceeds the effective available band-

th, avoiding network congestion. In contrast, using a conventional

hnique of transmission in MANETs (such as AODV), the source

s not know the available bandwidth and it injects packets to

network with a fixed rate of 0.350 Mbps without adaptation.

ablished routes in networks with more than 60 nodes can sup-

t this data rate. Therefore, there is a significant increase in net-

rk congestion and packet loss as the number of nodes increases

e Fig. 11).

Regarding QAODV, its admission control system accepts the traf-

flow of 0.350 Mbps in network scenarios with 100 or less

es. In these scenarios, QAODV outperforms AODV in terms

throughput, average delay and packet loss. However, QAODV

sents higher values of delay and dropped packets than AQA-AODV.

s fact may be a consequence of the delay experienced during

search for a route that meets the requirements of bandwidth
ease cite this article as: W.E. Castellanos et al., A QoS-aware routing protoc

tworks, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.com
(b)

12. (a) Rate of link failures and (b) average values of the connection setup latency

).

uested by the source. Moreover, in scenarios with more than 100 7

es, the traffic flow is rejected by the admission control system of 7

ODV since the route cannot support the requirements of the traffic 7

. 7

The rate of link failures and the average values for the connection 7

up latency (CSL) are presented in Fig. 12(a and b). The data of the 8

failures are presented in relative terms (number of link failures 8

r the simulation duration). 8

We notice that, the number of link failures drastically increases for 8

DV as the node density increases. These “supposed” link failures 8

caused by the loss of HELLO messages due to network conges- 8

(such as was explained in Section 4.3). The results for CSL shows 8

t the latency for re-establishing the routes has a descending trend 8

the three protocols. The reason is that as the number of mobile 8

es increases, the ease of finding a new route also increases. In the 8

e of QAODV, its route recovery process is less efficient due to the 8

ay incurred in identifying a link failure and the larger latency re- 8

ablishing the routes. In contrast to AODV and QAODV, using AQA- 8

DV as routing protocol a more effective control of network con- 8

tion is obtained; consequently, only few link failures occurred. In 8

ition, not only fewer link failures occurred, but also there was a 8

rease in the CLS, such as illustrated in Fig. 12(b). The route recov- 8

mechanism of our approach makes faster the re-establishment 8

outes. Therefore, AQA-AODV is more prepared to support efficient 8

eo transmissions over network scenarios with high rate of link fail- 8

s than other routing protocols. 8
ol with adaptive feedback scheme for video streaming for mobile
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. (a) Decoded frame rate and (b) average Y-PSNR as function of the number of

nodes.
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application to send video packets with this data rate without restric- 847

tions. Whereas using AQA-AODV only those SVC layers with aggre- 848

gated bit-rate less than 0.35 Mbps are transmitted. However, in sce- 849

narios with 40 nodes or more, the differences in quality between the 850

videos transmitted by each protocol are more noticeable and AQA- 851

AODV provides the highest video quality. For instance, in a network 852

scenario of 100 nodes the differences are of 11 dB and 10 dB in re- 853

lation to AODV and QAODV, respectively. These improvements are 854

achieved because AQA-AODV maintains the video quality stable de- 855

spite the increase in the number of nodes whereas AODV is affected 856

by the high packet loss rate. With reference to QAODV, it cannot 857

quickly find routes to destination due to the restrictions of its admis- 858

sion control scheme. This fact cause a latency that leads to a high 859

packet loss rate and a low rate of decoded frames. 860

In general terms, the results of this first set of simulation experi- 861

ments demonstrate that the combination of the adaptive SVC scheme 862

and the QoS mechanisms of AQA-AODV provides an efficient and re- 863

liable network-adaptive strategy. Even when the number of nodes in 864

mobile network increases and the available bandwidth is more re- 865

strictive, AQA-AODV enables a more stable video quality. This is due 866

to the adaptive scheme presented in our proposed solution, which 867

allows the traffic source to transmit only the SVC layers that can be 868

efficiently supported by network. This fact provides better conditions 869

to video streaming with an acceptable quality minimizing the pauses 870

or video gaps caused by losses. Using AQA-AODV a feedback about the 871

current network status is provided to the source application in order 872

to set the layers that can be transmitted. Without this information, 873

the video may not be adapted, causing congestion in the network and 874

a large number of dropped packets. 875

6.3.2. Simulations 2: mobility analysis 876

In this simulation study, the network scenario has 30 nodes, which 877

move in a rectangular area of 1000 m × 300 m according to the 878

random waypoint model. That is, the wireless node randomly se- 879

lects a destination, moves in the direction of this location at a ran- 880

dom speed, with a maximum speed of 5 m/s. Once the destination is 881

reached, another random destination is targeted after a pause. With 882

the aim of evaluating the influence of node movement on the qual- 883

ity of video transmission, we vary the pause time, which affects the 884

relative speeds of the mobiles, from 0 to 120 s. A pause time of 0 s 885
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Concerning video transmission, Fig. 13(a) illustrates the decod

frame rate and Fig. 13(b) shows the average PSNR obtained during t

network simulation. As observed in Fig. 13(a), the decodable fram

rate is similar when the network has 60 nodes or less. Although som

packets were lost in these network scenarios (mainly using AODV a

QAODV), the robustness of the layered scheme of SVC provides an e

fective compensation. However, in scenarios where the network h

more than 60 nodes, the decoded frame rate significantly decreas

for the AODV and QAODV. In the case of AQA-AODV, this reducti

is moderate and it is mainly caused by bit-rate adaptation perform

by the video application, which sends only the packets belonging

the layers that can be supported by the route. The low rate of d

coded frames of AODV is caused by the high rate of lost packets a

the number of packets that have been discarded by SVCEval-RA to

after the play-out buffer deadline due to the high transmission del

Regarding QAODV, although it allows the destination node to deco

more frames than AODV, the high delay suffered during the link fa

ures (CSL) makes the video quality is lower than that achieved wi

AQA-AODV.

As observed in Fig. 13(b), in the network scenarios with 60

less nodes small differences between the three protocols, in terms

PSNR, are presented. In particular, AODV outperforms AQA-AODV

the network scenario with 20 nodes. As mentioned above, the re

son is that in this scenario, the route established between sour

and destination node has an available bandwidth higher than t

fixed transmission rate (0.35 Mbps). Therefore, AODV allows vid
Please cite this article as: W.E. Castellanos et al., A QoS-aware routing p

networks, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016
corresponds to the worst scenario because wireless nodes are all t

time moving during the simulation. Transmission range for each no

is 250 m and channel capacity is 2 Mbps. The traffic flow consis

of a video stream of 2506 frames, such as was described in Secti

6.1. Video source requests a bit rate of 775 kbps, which correspo

to the highest encoded bit rate of the video stream. As in the prev

ous simulation experiments, five flows of 10 kbps were introduc

as background traffic. This simulation scenario was intended to te

the impact of the mobility of the nodes on the performance of AQ

AODV and on the video streaming quality. In order to evaluate t

quality of the received video we have done several measuremen

involving network and video metrics, such as packet loss rate, d

lay, decoded frame rate and Y-PSNR. These parameters are relat

to the objective quality of the reconstructed videos. The results

the video evaluation using AQA-AODV, QAODV and AODV are show

below.

Fig. 14(a and b) shows the results of our simulations in which t

packet loss and average end-to-end delay are plotted versus the pau

time. In terms of packet loss (Fig. 14(a)), AQA-AODV shows an impo

tant improvement over AODV, which reaches very high packet loss

as mobility of the nodes increases. More specifically, AQA-AODV ou

performs AODV by about 40% at lower pause times (higher mobilit

and 30% for higher pause times. The relative performance of AOD

and AQA-AODV with respect to average end-to-end delay is simi

to that with packet loss rate (Fig. 14(b)). With AODV, the maximu

average delay reaches 800 ms for a time pause of 0 s whereas usi
rotocol with adaptive feedback scheme for video streaming for mobile
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. (a) Packet loss and (b) average end-to-end delay for a mobile scenario with

different pause times.
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A-AODV always is maintained a delay below 97 ms (about 8 times

er than using AODV). The reason of the high values of the delay

packet loss for AODV is that the established routes between the

der and receiver nodes during the simulation time cannot sup-

t the transmission rate of 775 kbps. Moreover, due to the lack of

S mechanisms in AODV that allow the video application to adapt

data rate, a high level of traffic congestion is caused. With refer-

e to QAODV, although this protocol shows a similar performance

AQA-AODV, only in very few cases the video sequence could be

pletely transmitted. For example, for pause times below 20 s the

nsmission of the video could not be started since the admission

trol of this protocol rejects the video traffic flow. For pause times

ve 20 s, the transmission of the video packets is performed only

a short time interval, then QAODV rejects the traffic flow and the

eo transmission is cancelled. Hence, the points of the curve of

ODV represent measurements taken during the periods in which

video packets are streamed to the destination node. While the

munication between source and destination is maintained, the

ained results with QAODV, in terms of packet loss and delay, seem

ave a better behaviour, compared to AODV. We can also observe

light increase of these metrics, compared to AQA-AODV, which

y be caused by the delay of the route recovery mechanism of

ODV, which has a worse performance than the one of AQA-AODV

h as demonstrated by measurements of the CLS (connection setup

ncy) presented in Fig. 15(b).
ease cite this article as: W.E. Castellanos et al., A QoS-aware routing protoc

tworks, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.com
(a)

(b)

15. (a) Number of link failures per second and (b) CSL (connection setup latency)

obile scenario with different pause times.

The problems caused by network congestion and the mobility of 9

nodes also can be observed in the frequencies of route break, 9

inly when AODV is used (see Fig. 15(a)). Each time a route breaks, 9

re is some latency in the establishment of a new connection. This 9

cess includes time for route break detection, route discovery time 9

recovery time. Hence, packets get lost during this time interval, 9

ich could explain the growth of the packet loss in general terms for 9

three protocols as the mobility increases. Fig. 15(a and b) shows 9

t both the number of link failures and the CSL of AQA-AODV is al- 9

ys lower than using AODV or QAODV. Comparing the three pro- 9

ols we observe that there are fewer link failures and a shorter 9

ation in AQA-AODV; consequently, there will be fewer gaps in 9

received video. The less duration of the re-establishment of the 9

tes may be a consequence of the rapid mechanisms for the route 9

overy of AQA-AODV, such as the “immediate reply” strategy dur- 9

the delivery of QRREP packets. It is important to note that the 9

ults for link failures are presented in relative terms (number of 9

failures per second) since some QAODV simulations have less 9

ation. 9

As far as the video quality evaluation is concerned, Fig. 16(a and b) 9

ort the decoded frame rate and the PSNR for the three protocols. 9

results in Fig. 16 show that under all mobility levels, AQA-AODV 9

rall outperforms AODV and QAODV. Using AQA-AODV there was 9

igh variation of the decoded frame rate with the increase of the 9

bility. For example, under low mobility conditions, the decoded 9

e rate is 0.25 and for high mobility is 0.55, i.e., a difference of 9
ol with adaptive feedback scheme for video streaming for mobile
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 16. (a) Decoded frame rate and (b) average Y-PSNR as a function of the pause time.

54%. This variation is mainly a consequence of the removal process963

of temporal layers from the video stream, performed by the video964

he965

V966

are caused by both (i) packet losses due to erroneous transmission 967

over the wireless ad hoc network, and (ii) packets discarded at the 968

playout buffer because they were received too late at the destination 969

node to be played out. 970

Finally, a significant improvement in the average PSNR is obtained 971

using AQA-AODV, as can be seen in Fig. 16(b). For the worst sce- 972

nario (time pause of 0 s), AQA-AODV improves the video quality in 973

11 dB in relation to AODV, whereas under low mobility (time pause 974

above 80 s) we obtained important improvements of 15 dB and 31 dB, 975

compared to AODV and QAODV, respectively. The poor results ob- 976

tained by QAODV reveal its design based on a conservative admis- 977

sion control, though it can handle certain levels of QoS and avoids 978

network congestion, it is not feasible for multimedia streaming in 979

MANETs. In this case, it is much more efficient an adaptive system, 980

which allow applications to adjust its data traffic to the available 981

resources. 982

Even though the mobility conditions affect the performance of the 983

three protocols, the combination of an adaptive feedback scheme and 984

a fast re-routing algorithm allow AQA-AODV to minimize the impact 985

of the mobility over the quality of the received video. Moreover, these 986

algorithms also help avoid or reduce network congestion, minimizing 987

the impact on the transmission of others traffic flows. 988

In order to get a better insight into how quality degradation is 989

distributed for a given video streaming depending on the available 990

bandwidth, we focus again on a specific scenario. This sample sce- 991

nario corresponds to that in which the pause time was set to 80 s. 992

Fig. 17 reports the corresponding results for this sample scenario. 993

The top graph in Fig. 17 shows the PSNR per frame of the video 994

stream as a function of the frame index. The bottom graph illustrates 995

the available bandwidth of the route between source and destina- 996

tion node. Both graphs are aligned to capture the variation of PSNR 997

according to changes in the available bandwidth. Bandwidth curve 998

also contains some negative spikes, which are caused by the link 999

failures. 1000

In Fig. 17 can be distinguished four intervals, such as indicated 1001

by the vertical markers on the graphs. In the first interval (i.e. be- 1002

tween frames 0 and 826) the available bandwidth is above 900 kbps; 1003

thus, all SVC layers are transmitted. This fact is because the bit rate 1004

required to send the highest layer and its dependent lower layers (i.e. 1005

775 kbps) can be supported by the route. For the next two intervals, 1006

ly. 1007

r- 1008

o 1009

ction o
application in order to adapt the bit rate to the network state. On t

other hand, the low values for the decoded frame rates using AOD

Fig. 17. Y-PSNR and bandwidth available as a fun
Please cite this article as: W.E. Castellanos et al., A QoS-aware routing p

networks, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016
the available bandwidth decreases to 400 and 200 kbps respective

This is due to the mobility of the nodes and multiple access inte

ferences at certain regions of the ad hoc network. During these tw

f the frame index (mobile topology, pause time = 80 s.
rotocol with adaptive feedback scheme for video streaming for mobile
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Table 3

Possible PSNR to MOS conversion and impairment scale.

PSNR (dB) MOS Impairment

>37 5 (excellent) Imperceptible

31–37 4 (good) Perceptible, but not annoying

25–31 3 (fair) Slightly annoying

20–25 2 (poor) Annoying

<20 1 (bad) Very annoying

Fig. 18. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of PSNR per frame (mobile topology,

pause time = 80 s).

intervals, using AODV, the video source continues sending packets at1010

a fixed rate of 775 kbps, which leads to network congestion. Thus,1011

the high amount of dropped packet causes a significant decrease of1012

PSNR. On the other hand, QAODV rejects the traffic flow since it can-1013

not support the data rate requested by the video source; therefore,1014

video streaming is cancelled. In contrast, AQA-AODV allows video ap-1015

plication to decrease its bit rate transmitting only those layers that1016

do not exceed the available bandwidth. For instance, in the second1017

interval (from frame 826 to frame 1053) the layer L14 (T3Q1) is trans-1018
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ted whereas layer L11 (T2Q1) and its dependent layers are trans-

ted in the third interval (frames 1054–1607). These layers have a

poral resolution of 12 fps and 6 fps, respectively. Due to this fact, a

e amount of frames (in the second and third intervals) has a lower
R than the frames in the first interval, where the frame rate was

fps. Subsequently, during the last interval the available bandwidth

to about 530 kbps and video source (with AQA-AODV) increases

bit rate transmitting the layer L15 (T3Q2) and its dependent layers.

ontrast, with AODV only a slight improvement is obtained due to

large frame losses of the above intervals.

In order to provide a subjective measure of the QoE, we make use

he mean opinion score (MOS). In general, the MOS is a numeri-

indication of the quality of the media perceived by the end user,

, after transmission and decoding. Since MOS is a subjective met-

its assessment requires human interpretation. However, it is very

ch time consuming. For this reason, usually the MOS can be ap-

ximated by estimation from a corresponding objective metric, by

ans of a mapping table or a formula. In this case, we adopted the

pping defined in [40], which enables the conversion from PSNR to

S as illustrated in Table 3.

Fig. 18 shows the cumulative distribution function of the PSNR

frame in the considered scenario. The MOS levels, derived from

R values as described in Table 3, are also highlighted. From

. 18 we can observe how the variation of the network conditions af-

ts the quality of the streamed video. In particular, with AQA-AODV

amount of frames with high PSNR values (i.e., those correspond-

to the excellent MOS level) is much larger than the corresponding
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tworks, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.com
ount with AODV and QAODV. On the other hand, with AODV, data 1

s has a significant effect on quality degradation such as evidenced 1

the high number of frames with low PSNR values (bad to poor MOS 1

els). 1

onclusions 1

A novel QoS-aware routing protocol (AQA-AODV) is proposed in 1

s paper for carrying out time-sensitive communications over mo- 1

ad hoc networks. We also proposed an adaptive method to ex- 1

it the layered scheme of SVC using the QoS parameters provided 1

AQA-AODV. This cross-layer method allows video source to ad- 1

t the bit rate of the video source adding or removing SVC lay- 1

from the original video stream based on the estimation of the 1

ilable bandwidth. The integration of AQA-AODV and SVC pro- 1

es a suitable system for supporting a network-adaptive strategy 1

ere video stream can be adapted avoiding network congestion and 1

ieving a significantly improvement in the quality of the trans- 1

ted video. AQA-AODV incorporates a novel two-step process for 1

imating the available bandwidth of a route between source and 1

tination node. In the first step, local bandwidth estimation is es- 1

ated in each node and, in the second step, it is performed a pre- 1

tion of the consumed bandwidth that take into consideration the 1

erference between packets of the same flow. In addition, we pro- 1

ed a route recovery mechanism into AQA-AODV, which tries to re- 1

ablish connection to destination after a link failure, with the QoS 1

ditions that had been negotiated during the initial route discovery 1

se. 1

A performance evaluation was conducted to assess our approach 1

sus other QoS routing protocol, such as QAODV. Simulations show 1

t the proposed cross-layer scheme of AQA-AODV could reduce 1

nificantly both the dropping rate and the end-to-end delay with- 1

impact the overall end-to-end throughput. Moreover, the results 1

ut CSL and link failures that our proposed mechanism is perfectly 1

egrated into adaptive feedback scheme of AQA-AODV. 1

In terms of video transmission, the obtained results demonstrate 1

t the combination of the layered scheme of SVC and the QoS mech- 1

sms of AQA-AODV provides a realistic system for adaptive video 1

aming. The adaptive scheme presented in our protocol makes a 1

re efficient use of the available bandwidth since it can provide 1

dback to the video application about the current network status in 1

er to transmit only the SVC layers that can be efficiently supported 1
network. Without this network-adaptive strategy, the video may 1086

be adapted, causing congestion in the network and a large num- 1087

of dropped packets, which is much worse than transmitting video 1088

ng low data rate. Consequently, the quality of the delivered videos 1089

been significantly better than using AODV or QAODV. 1090

The implementation of SVCEval-RA allowed us to use combined 1091

lability (temporal and SNR) in the codification of the video se- 1092

nces. Moreover, MGS scalability was used, instead of CGS (coarse 1093

nular scalability), providing a better coding efficiency and a finer 1094

nularity during the adaptation process of the bit rate. 1095

As future works, we plan to introduce further improvements to 1096

A-AODV, such as including support for end-to-end delay during 1097

route discovery phase. In addition, our future works include 1098

forming experiments using AQA-AODV together with different 1099

work-adaptive protocols, such as TFRC and DCCP, assessing the 1100

lity of experience (QoE) of the user. Additionally, we intend to 1101

lement realistic video streaming services using DASH and AQA- 1102

DV. 1103

Some sample video sequences obtained during the simulation 1104

eriments can be displayed from the website http://www.comm. 1105

.es/aqa_aodv/aqa_aodv.html. Similarly, latest version of SVCEVal- 1106

framework and the source code of AQA-AODV are available for free 1107

nload at [7] and [41], respectively. 1108
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Appendix A. Algorithm1109

Algorithm 1. Procedure after receiving a QRREQ, QRREP or RERR packet.

1 //QRREP, QRREQ, RERR: modified packets with QoS extensions.

2 //QRREQ.xy : “xy” field in QRREQ packet

3 Receive (QRREQ) {

4 QRREP.sid = QRREQ.sid

5 if (I am the destination) then

6 if ( LookupInSessionCache (QRREQ.sid) ) then

7 Update (SessionCache)

8 QRREP.c = ON // immediate reply flag activated

9 SendToSource (QRREP)

10 else

11 QRREP.rate = min{ reqBW, BŴav }

12 QRREP.c = OFF

13 BWconsumed = CCmax∗reqBW

14 if ( BWconsumed < BŴav) then

15 QRREP.rate = reqBW

16 else

17 QRREP.rate = BŴav/CCmax

18 end if

19 InsertRegisterInSessionCache()

20 SendToSource (QRREP)

21 end if

22 else

23 if ( LookupInSessionCache (QRREQ.sid) ) then

24 Update (SessionCache)

25 else

26 sid++
27 end if

28 QRREQ.hopCount +=1

29 forward (QRREQ)

30 end if }

31 Receive (QRREP) {

32 if ( I am the source ) then

1110

ro-1111
21,1112

1113
ric1114

1115
V)1116

1117
Ad1118
09.1119

1120
ut-1121
et-1122

1123

es, 1124
96, 1125

1126
al- 1127
ts/ 1128

1129
ed 1130

1131
ed 1132

90, 1133
1134

AC 1135
44, 1136

1137
col 1138
12) 1139

1140
ess 1141
14- 1142

1143
ess 1144
ts. 1145

1146
p- 1147

un. 1148
1149

oc 1150
13, 1151

1152
is- 1153

ep/ 1154
1155

ith 1156
40, 1157

1158
. 8 1159

1160
dy, 1161

e, 1162
s, 1163

22, 1164
1165

ion 1166
91, 1167

1168
ro- 1169

1170
ase 1171
14, 1172

1173
ion 1174
40, 1175

1176
ar- 1177
22, 1178

1179
ver 1180
er- 1181
er, 1182
2- 1183

1184
ess 1185
21, 1186

1187
en 1188
al- 1189

1, 1190
1191

en- 1192
m- 1193

1194
n- 1195

14, 1196
1197

ble 1198
14) 1199

1200
ess 1201
48, 1202

1203
ess 1204
o- 1205

69, 1206
1207
33 App (QRREP.rate) //App. adjusts its data rate

34 else

35 if (QRREP.c = OFF) then

36 if (BŴav < QRREP.rate) then

37 QRREP.rate = BŴav

38 end if

39 forward (QRREP)

40 end if

41 InsertRegisterInSessionCache() }

42 Receive (RERR){

43 if ( I am the source ) then

44 esid = RERR.sid

45 update (RoutingTable)

46 if ( LookupInSessionCache(esid) ) then

47 QRREQ.rate = SessionCache.rate

49 QRREQ.sid = SessionCache.sid

50 SendToDestination (QRREQ)

51 else

52 sid++
53 QRREQ.sid = sid

54 QRREQ.bw = reqBW

55 SendToDestination (QRREQ)

56 end if

57 else

58 forward (RERR)

60 end if }
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